Hard-wall entropic effect accelerates detachment of adsorbed polymer chains.
Many previous studies of unbinding kinetics have focused on a two-state model, with fully bonded and free states, which may not extend to more complicated biopolymer dynamics involving other reactions. Here we address the kinetic rate of this process at the segment level, as it is influenced by a growing dangling end of the chain. We use the mean first-passage time approach and treat the polymer as a chain attached to a wall through a succession of spring potentials, with two distinct regions of bonded and free segments. The interaction between the wall and free-moving chain end adds an entropic repulsion to this process. We estimate the average monomer detachment rate K as a function of the free dangling length L. For a flexible polymer, we find an acceleration factor in the average detachment rate depending on L and the details of the spring bond; when L is long, this factor is a simple ratio of its breaking distance to the natural bond length. For a semiflexible filament, we examine the regime where L is shorter than persistence length L_{p}, as the limit opposite to that of the flexible chain. An enhancing factor also appears, speeding up the filament unbinding when the free length grows; for a long rigid rod, this factor becomes two, independently of the bond details. We also examine the total unbinding time of an irreversible detaching process by integrating (1/K) over polymer length and discover that its power-law scaling with chain length is smaller than one, over the commonly seen range of polymer size.